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What is Experian Boost?  

An infrastructure enabling consumers to add telecom and utility trades to their credit profile via 
consumer permission access and validation of their DDA (Bank) account.  Lenders will receive 
the new trade lines in their current processes (online and batch), attributes and scores (FICO, 
VantageScore) that utilize this data. 

 

How do consumers contribute their DDA information?  What is the process for getting 
this data on a consumer’s credit profile?    

Through an Experian consumer membership, consumers (when logged in) will be able to 
provide consent to allow access to their bank DDA information.  Experian’s partner, Finicity 
(acting as a transaction aggregator), will then access and compile the bank DDA information 
and using their categorization engine, pass the data to Experian to build trade lines.  The 
consumer will verify and validate the data (as the correct/accurate utility/telecom trade lines) 
and approve adding it to their credit profile.  The consumer consents to keep contributing this 
data ongoing, however at any time, they can choose to stop contributing the data.  If they do, 
Experian will stop receiving/adding the data to the consumer’s credit file and the trade will be 
removed. 

 

Will the consumer have their credit score re-calculated instantly?  

Yes, at the end of the initial process when a consumer has agreed to provide their DDA data to 
their credit file, we will re-calculate their FICO credit score incorporating the new data.  The 
consumer will see the new FICO score result displayed real-time.  

 

Will the consumer’s credit score always go up when adding these trades?  

In some cases, the consumer score may not improve.  Based on the analysis conducted, in 
most cases, the consumers score did improve. Overall, the analysis showed that 64% 
increased, 2% decreased.  The average score increase was 5 points.  Thin and subprime 
(<680) had an average score increase of 9 points. Additionally, 20% had 10+ point increase and 
34% of subprime (<680) had 10+ point increase. 

 

Can the consumer retract their decision to add the data if their score goes down?  

Yes, the consumer is in control of their data:  they authorize data to be added and will 
immediately see their re-calculated score. The consumer can choose to delete the data or stop 
contributing this data at any time. 

 

How much DDA history will be pulled into the consumer’s credit file?  

Up to 24 months of previous payment history can be added to the consumer’s credit file during 
the originally initiated process and ongoing updates will continue unless/until the consumer 
chooses to stop contributing the data.  
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Where does a consumer go to stop contributing data? What is the process?   

Consumers must sign into their Experian membership to request the data no longer be 
extracted from their DDA and added to their credit file.   

 

If a consumer stops contributing data, will the prior history of the trades be removed or 
will they remain?    

The entire trade will be removed.  

 

What happens if the connection to the DDA/bank is lost?    

If no updated data is received after 30 days, or there is an error with the consumer’s credentials 
used to access the DDA, an email to the consumer will be triggered advising/requesting re-
engagement.  The consumer will see notices, messaging and direction within their Experian 
D2C membership about how to update their credentials and re-establish the connection to their 
DDA.  A follow-up communication will be sent after 60 days of inactivity, and after 90 days of 
inactivity, the trades will automatically be removed.   

 

 What are the data requirements for a trade to be created from the DDA information?  

For a trade to be created, presence of at least 3 payments within 6 months is required.  This 
logic establishes stability to represent a trade.  

 

What if a consumer doesn't have a credit file? Would this create one for them?    

Not at initial rollout, a consumer will need to have an existing credit profile.  

 

How frequently will the data be updated in File One?    

This data, once incorporated into File One, will be updated monthly, the same as all trade lines.  

 

What is the benefit to lenders?    

Lenders benefit from having more information about a consumer’s credit worthiness, enabling a 
more effective risk assessment of the consumer. 

 

Will lenders need to take any action to start getting these new trades?  

No, lenders will receive the trade lines in their current processes and in production scores.  
Applicable scores, attributes and products will incorporate the new data.  The data will not flow 
into mortgage scores. See below for a sample credit report that provides information on type 
codes, original creditor names, etc.   

 

Will these trades be in Experian’s Analytical Sandbox?   

Yes.  
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Is this going to be applicable for Public Records as well?   

No.   

 

Are we planning to include consumers who pay utilities by credit card or is this limited to 
DDA only? 

DDA only, payment by credit cards is something we are evaluating for a future phase.  

 

How are we validating that the tradeline reported by the consumer is accurate, and 
they're not reporting false information to boost their FICO score?  

We will present information we find from the consumer’s DDA to the consumer for her/him to 
confirm and validate the trade is a utility or telecom trade before we add it to their credit file.    

 

Can clients test their systems with these trades in advance of launch?  

Yes, for lender clients, we have created self-reported trades/use cases in the STAR database.  
Following existing processes for requesting STAR data, clients may use this information to 
conduct operational tests as appropriate.   

 

How will these trade lines appear in File One/on the credit file?  

These consumer-permissioned trades are designated and displayed as ‘Self-reported’ trades.  
The ‘Open Date’ field on these trades will be blank, representing the most accurate and 
consumer-beneficial representation of the trade available. Account types for these trades are: 
92 for utility (including telephone) and 4D for mobile phone.  Below are samples of how the 
trade line looks in TTY format as well as how it looks in a sample consumer credit report. Blue 
circles are overlaid where there is relevant and/or uniqueness associated with this new data:  
 
Trade Line Sample-TTY format:  
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Consumer Credit Report Sample:  
 

 
 

How will consumer disputes be handled?   

This data comes directly from the consumer’s bank account.  In the event of a dispute, the self-
reported trade will be removed.  Experian’s MCE organization will be trained on these new 
trades and be able to assist consumers.    

 

When will this be launched?  

Early January 2019. 

 

Are these trade lines indicative of lending/borrowing risk?  If so, what statistical analysis 
have we done to validate that this is correct?  

We did conduct data analysis which showed that when adding these trades, the risk 
predictiveness of the score is maintained.  This is represented by the change in the resulting KS 
(Kolmogorov–Smirnov) statistical measure of risk.  
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How does this differ from UltraFICO?  

Here is a chart comparing, high-level, the differences between Experian Boost and UltraFICO:  
 

 

 

Do we anticipate hesitation from consumers in providing their DDA login information to 
Experian?  

We conducted focus groups and found that most of the participants already thought this 
information was reported/part of their credit file and supported adding this information if it was 
beneficial to them.  To help address and answer potential concerns about security regarding 
their information, the consumer experience/process will include messaging about information 
security. 

 

Can you give an example of how this data could decrease a consumer’s score?  

A consumer may move from ‘thin’ to ‘thick’ and be subject to a different scorecard than before, 
where the weighting is different.  

 

Will there be any cost to the consumer to add this data to their credit file?   

There will be no cost to the consumer to take advantage of Experian Boost.   
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Which Premier Attributes are affected by Experian Boost consumer-permissioned trade 
lines?   

Below is a table of Premier Attributes most impacted by Boost consumer-permissioned trades.  
Please note the list includes real estate related attributes because the dataset included rent, 
which will be an immediate follower of utility and telecom trades.     

 
  

 

Can I identify who's been boosted?  

CPD/Boost trades are identifiable on tradelines by their label as 'Self-reported'.   
 
 

Are there FCRA implications for issuers or Experian to consider? 

CPD tradelines are like all other Telco and Utility tradelines you currently receive on the credit 
profile.  With respect to FCRA, consumers can review, dispute and correct this data as they do 
with other trade data.   
 

Are the new Telecom/Utility trades added on a boosted consumer evaluated the same as 
other financial trades for a consumer?  

CPD tradelines are like all other Telco and Utility tradelines you currently receive on the credit 
profile.  
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What happens to the 'left behind' scores? 

Consumers who do not access Experian boost will perform exactly as they have before. 
 

Does a person with a ‘Boosted’ FICO score of 550 behave the same as a person with a 
non-boosted score of 550?  

Yes, analysis comparing pre-boost and post-boost odds reflects very little odds change.   
 

Is predictiveness of scores maintained? 

Score performance is maintained.  FICO v8 KS increased post-CPD. 
 

Will my underlying attributes be affected? 

Only attributes counting number of trades, balances and those specifically associated with Utility 
and Telecom are impacted.  Analysis shows the stability of these attributes is maintained after 
the data is added.  
 

How will this affect my custom model(s)? 

CPD/Boost data will flow into underlying attributes. 

 

How will this skew my population? 

Some consumers will shift to a different score band/tier.  Analysis shows that 5-14% move up 
into a better score category, while less than 2% moved down. We expect anyone with a 
decrease will remove their trade. 
 
 
Why is this information not provided by utility and telecom companies directly to 
Experian?  

Experian has worked with utility and telecom providers for years to furnish full file information to 
the national credit file with little success.   
 
 


